As a Radio System Manager, you are likely overseeing your ASTRO® 25 system with minimal time and resources, yet the complexity of your network is increasing. In parallel, your radio users expect assurance they can access the network whenever and wherever they need to. The GenWatch³ ATIA solution provides readily available information on system performance and usage, allowing you to be more proactive and productive in order to maintain a high quality of service at all times.

Simplifies Reporting

Data received on all ASTRO 25 system-wide activity is collected and archived for as long as it is needed without any loss of detail. This allows for greater historical and in-depth forensic analysis of how the network is and has been performing. Radio System Managers can create customized reports, by zone, site, system, subscriber and talkgroup, based on their unique analysis needs. For frequently used reports, Radio System Managers can leverage the GenWatch³ browser-delivered tool to schedule those reports to run automatically.

The data can also be filtered by Member Agency so only that Agency’s information is viewable.
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SAVES TIME

GenWatch3 ATIA allows Radio System Managers to monitor their radio network activity, for example mobility, busy, and channel usage, in real-time from a single centralized location. The software displays this activity via live views, such as the browser-delivered mapping solution, as well as calculates historical averages for comparison with the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) interface. KPI helps Radio System Managers quickly identify anomalies in system performance and be more proactive in addressing potential issues. It's all about providing "at-a-glance" information from every angle.

When there are critical system events, alerts, also known as Triggers, can be created and automatically sent (in level of priority) to people who need the information the most and so nothing is missed.

VALIDATES DECISIONS

Making resource or other system related decisions based on key data is just smart business. The information Radio System Managers can glean from using GenWatch3 ATIA enables them to optimize current operational efforts, predict future trends, produce actionable insights, and create new business opportunities. Once decisions are implemented, GenWatch3 ATIA is a great tool to also validate the desired outcome was achieved.

YOU DESERVE TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR ASTRO 25 SYSTEM INVESTMENT!
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